This Book attempts to collect the thinking of leading economists on what is to be done, while without care, solutions to one set of economic problems could -- for some nations -- turn this economic crisis into a financial crisis, or a debt crisis, or a foreign exchange crisis. The main aspect of the editors and the economists is that governments now need to focus on mitigating that damage and not a time to be timid, but to do whatever it takes, fast.

EU response is the core of the interest. Charles Wyplosz, underlines that EU should focus on bottlenecks, not on moral hazard, while casting moral hazard aside will be the acid test of the ability of member countries to coordinate in a meaningful way when needed. Furthermore, Pierre-Olivier Gourinchas claims that a euro area 'coronavirus bond' would send a strong signal that European countries stand behind the weakest of their member when confronted by a common shock and ensuring that workers can remain employed, should be priorities for the governments. Moreover, Luis Garicano argues that now it\'s the time for EU to activate funding up to 500€ billion in order to help member states undertake the healthcare spending, provide a financial backstop to companies and support employment protection schemes throughout member states.

About the special role of ECB, Olivier Blanchard underlines that as the OMT route takes time, The ECB, can act directly and stand ready to buy Italian government bonds at a given rate, as the Bank of Japan does, and it works. On the same way Christian Odendahl and John Springford argue that ECB has to support liquidity and protect the financial system, as EU has to offset lost the wages, through public finance, in order to speed the economic recovery. At the same path, Philip R. Lane explains the framework underlying the comprehensive package of monetary policy measures that the ECB Governing Council. The ECB\'s Key elements are the safeguarding liquidity conditions in the banking system, the protecting the continued flow of credit to the real economy and preventing that financing conditions for the economy tighten in a pro-cyclical way.

More specifically, about Italy, Alberto Alesina and Francesco Giavazzi, suggest that the first priorities are to expand hospital capacity, while the Italian national debt issue and a temporary budget relaxation, should regulated without strict conditions. Also, Ugo Panizza argues that Italy\'s containment policies created positive spillovers for the rest of Europe, while the economic impact could be larger in Italy could be larger due to low structural growth, the Italian economic structure, the risk that the economic crisis may lead to a full-fledged banking and debt crisis and the policy response of the Italian authorities.

On the same hand, Jordi Galí suggests that as money-financed fiscal interventions are a powerful tool, unfortunately, that emergency is currently upon EU economy, provoked by the coronavirus, so now is the time for helicopter money. Finally, about EU, Thorsten Beck argues that governments must stand ready as the ultimate loss absorber, in the first instance for the real economy, but also for the banking system. Finally, Beck underlines that this must happen at the EU or euro area level, given limited fiscal space for some countries, as this must be announced clearly and early on to create confidence, as now is the moment for European solidarity.

Now about Asia and China, Shang-Jin Wei mentions that it is necessary to ramp up the preparation before an outbreak strikes, while markets from Asia could supply health products. Furthermore, Wei argues that governments should take early and decisive actions to enforce social distancing as soon as there are signs of an outbreak, as making the best or better usage of the digital age. Following Weis\' thought, Yi Huang, Chen Lin, Pengfei Wang and Zhiwei Xu argue that a national public health emergency requires Pandemic control policies in order to prevent public health crisis such as improving hospital facilities and human resources support. Not only this, but also, Jonathan Anderson argues that the Chinese government will undertake macro stimulus to aid, but not much, while is doubtable if Chinese government start a new infrastructure and development plans at the local level, in order to boost the economy, as is doubtable if China will automatically go back to the 2008-09 global crisis-era playbook. Moreover, Inkyo Cheong underlines that the medical shock caused through the large-scale infection via a religious cult, as in South Korea held the first 'drive - through' test in the world. Lastly, Cheong suggests that South Korea government should support the vulnerable groups, minimize the collapse of the industrial ecosystem, strengthen the foreign exchange shield and promote deregulation for new investments.

As the US economy isn\'t absent, Jason Furman underlines the human suffering in the immediate future due to prolonged reductions in economic activity. In order to avoid the catastrophe, it is necessary to craft a policy response during a pandemic. On the same way, Pinelopi Goldberg argues that confronting COVID-19 crisis, the world accelerate some of the trends of the past few years, such as technology adoption, use of new data, distant learning and telecommuting, while the voltage between embracing change to increase aggregate productivity and protecting people and communities who have been adversely affected. Furthermore, Adam S. Posen argues that due to economic nationalism is not deserving of victory, the monetary policy should stop panics in fixed-income and jointly raise the inflation target. Finally, Paul Krugman argues that US government has to permanently spend an additional 2% of GDP on public investment, broadly defined (infrastructure, for sure, but also things like R&D and child development), while the level of debt is not the main problem for the US economy.

It is clear, that all the above suggestions, aspects, thoughts and criticism about the recent and the future economic policy, this is one side of the coin, the "progressive economic policy" side. Although, there are other aspects where support that it is not needed a government spending expansion, or more radical or nonstandard masseurs, due to autoregulation of the markets, or due to the fear of public debt or moral hazard theory. Undoubtably, what is mentioned at this book include the great majority of the well-known economists.

I would recommend this book to economists and professionals in the field of public economics, public health policy and public finance or to readers, journalists and opinion makers who are interested in taking part in the public debate on how to deal with the ongoing economic and health crisis. My personal effect what inspired me as reader while reviewing that book, was the progressive view of the authors, who are more visionaries, than realists, what exactly is needed it that significant period for the long-term global eco-health sustainability.
